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            Convert PDF to DOC dynamically in Java using Aspose or spire or any free open source [closed]
        

            
                I want to convert PDF to DOC in Java, but dynamically using Aspose or any. Actually I wanted to upload it dynamically and return the converted file in response instead of storing it to local storage.
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            How to save an Aspose.PDF Document between disposing memory streams?
        

            
                I'm loading byte arrays into objects and then concatenating these together. The problem is that whenever my using statement is exiting, the stream is closed and my concatenated object fails because ...
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            Which certificate to use with Aspose for digital signatures
        

            
                I am busy with a document signing api, which will apply digital signatures to pdf documents. The digital signature must be verifiable by pdf readers(Adobe, acrobat, web browsers, etc).
Which ...
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            Issues with PDF Parsing in XML (Aspose) - Object Number and EOL Marker
        

            
                I am using the Aspose library to parse a PDF file represented in XML format, and I am encountering some issues related to object numbering and EOL markers. The XML snippet looks like this:
  <...
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                I have an xsl-fo xslt file, and it generates blank pages, along with the standard "An error exists on this page. Acrobat may not display the page correctly. Please contact the person who created the ...
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            document.save("output.pdf") RuntimeError: Proxy error(ArgumentNullException): Value cannot be null. (Parameter 'key')
        

            
                I have the following code:
import aspose.pdf as pdf

# Load input PDF document
document = pdf.Document("some_pdf.pdf")

# Initialize the TeXSaveOptions
texSaveOptions = pdf.TeXSaveOptions()
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            How to stop rendering image url present in html content using aspose
        

            
                I am using below code to convert docx/doc/txt files to image
using aspose-words-15.8.0-jdk16.jar
com.aspose.words.Document doc = new com.aspose.words.Document(new ByteArrayInputStream(origData));
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                We have built a Spring boot application which has endpoints for document operations. One of the end point tries to find text in PDF using Aspose-PDF API. When we try to find text in a PDF document of ...
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Code: .net
Out current process is as follows:
We Save a Docx as a PDF to a local directory
We load that PDF into a Document
We loop through each page of the document and add ...
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            PDF417 Barcode Generate in Editable PDF
        

            
                I am working on the use case where end user fill the pdf document and click the push button to generate the barcode with field valuesâ€¦ I am looking for the solution in PDFBox or IText7 or Asposeâ€¦.
I ...
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                I'm trying to generate some editable PDF using Java. For that I'm using the Aspose.PDF library (Aspose.PDF Java), which exposes some nice methods, which allow me to generate a document, like the one ...
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            System.InvalidOperationException: C#
        

            
                I'm using the Aspose lib to convert a PDF file to Excel file, my code below:
using Aspose.Pdf;

public async Task convertPDFtoEXCEL(Document pdfFile, string root, string fileName)
{
    // Initialize ...
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                I am evaluating Aspose.PDF's Java API to redact PII data in my PDF files and replace them with obfuscated text. My PDF contains some data as follows:
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The order of ...
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                When trying to implement Aspose sample code below I'm getting System.UnauthorizedAccessException because it's trying to save to a forbidden directory.
I have a known server path to output this file ...
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            Saving a Pdf/Docx with Aspose failed because of java 17 missing fonts in linux
        

            
                I convert pdf file to docx on windows with JDK17 and Aspose without any problem.
But when I run the same code on Linux I get this error when trying to save a PDF file as Docx using the AsposePDF/...
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            Want to apply Script fonts to particular field value in PDF using aspose pdf .net
        

            
                I want to apply Script fonts to particular field value in PDF.
I am using aspose PDF. But that font is not applying.
Here is steps I have followed :
I have downloaded ttf file.
Created new folder in ...
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            Getting error while converting pdf file to array from url
        

            
                I want to convert pdf file to array to further usage.. I am using Aspose PDF
I am getting PDF file from URL like this : "https:\testuploadsnewversion.blob.core.windows.net\files\740.pdf"
I ...
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            Proxy error(NullReferenceException) in aspose.pdf (python via .Net)
        

            
                To convert pdf to HTML, I am using the aspose.pdf library. I have installed the library through pip3 install aspose-pdf. This library works fine for my Windows machine in Python, version 3.8. But ...
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            How to find all instances of the input text box in pdf file using aspose
        

            
                I have one pdf file and in that I have editable text boxes. It has around 20 textboxes.. Now I need to update values in that using some variables..
Like in textbox1 value sholuld come from Var1 etc..
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            RuntimeError: Proxy error(ArgumentNullException) in aspose.pdf (python via .Net)
        

            
                To convert pdf to HTML, I am using the aspose.pdf library. I have installed the library through pip3 install aspose-pdf. This library works fine for my Windows machine in Python, version 3.8 to 3.10.
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            Not able to Line Spacing value between 0 to 1 in TextFragment Aspose.pdf
        

            
                I'm trying to set the line spacing of a TextFragment object using Aspose.pdf in C#, but I'm unable to set the value between 0 to 1.
I also want to set the line spacing to a value less than 1, such as ...
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            custom fonts not working with HtmlFragment Aspose.PDF
        

            
                I'm trying to use a custom font with HtmlFragment in Aspose.pdf for .NET, but I'm not able to get it to work. I'm using the FontRepository.OpenFont function to load the font from a file, but it doesn'...
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            Reading radiobutton fields data when a pdf is generated from word converted document via aspose.pdf library in .net
        

            
                I have a word document which is converted to pdf. now i have to reverese engineer to get the content of the fields. i am able to parse text field by TextAbsorb but can't able to find any way to get ...
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            Aspose PDF library throwing - Unhandled exception. System.TypeLoadException: Cannot load type 'System.Void, mscorlib
        

            
                I'm getting this exception "Unhandled exception. System.TypeLoadException: Cannot load type 'System.Void, mscorlib, Version=4.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=b77a5c561934e089'." While ...
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            Using many conditions on ASPOSE <<if>> statement
        

            
                I'm creating a word document to use it with Aspose for document generation.
I need to add a conditional <<if>> with many conditions:
I tried :
<<if [condition1] OR [Condition2]>&...
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            NoClassDefFound error for com/aspose/pdf/BaseParagraph with aspose pdf 23.1 jdk17 jar in Eclipse
        

            
                I am trying to work with aspose PDF jar and I am not able to get past the NoClassDefFound error for aspose pdf jar. I am using aspose imaging as well as aspose words jar. Both these do not have these, ...
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            Aspose License not working correctly for spring-boot application
        

            
                I have a spring-boot application which has a public rest api endpoint. The api extracts text from a given pdf file.  I am loading the Aspose license in a static initialising block and it loads ...
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            Aspose PDF viewer
        

            
                I am using the Aspose PDF tools and have successfully got it to print the pdf which is great, but ideally I want to be able to add a wpf control to display this as well.

I would have assumed that the ...
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            The access to the path â€œC:\â€¦.â€� is denied when a user drag-and-drops a file
        

            
                Iâ€™m making a UWP app with Visual Studio 2022. A user can convert .xml and .xsl into a .pdf by drag-and-dropping them into an app.
The problem is that Aspose canâ€™t read xml neither xsl. They try to ...
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            aspose pdf: How to select a radio button in XFA?
        

            
                I am trying to update field in a XFA pdf file. I am able to do so for text fields:
XFA xfa = doc.getForm().get_xfa();
xfa.set_Item("field", "value");

How to make a radio button ...
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            Aspose.PDF Change page from horizontal to vertical without rotating content of page
        

            
                I have PDF generated from third party. When I add that PDF to document like this:
var labelBytes = client.DownloadData(url);
var stream =  new MemoryStream(labelBytes);
Document labelDocument = new ...
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            Aspose.PDF Change page size and keep vertically aligned centered
        

            
                I have a PDF generated by a third party with incorrect dimensions. They need to be both wider and taller. Using the code below to transform into A4, the page becomes the correct dimensions, but the ...
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                License license = new License(); license.SetLicense("MyLicence"); //get exception system.Exception
How to resolve this issue?
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                I am trying to split PDF file (book) to multiple files by child bookmarks in code
Use case: table of contents of a book is available for a user. User can select up to n sections (might be not ...
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                I am trying to implement this basic example  https://docs.aspose.com/pdf/cpp/hello-world-example/ but I am getting errors that MakeObject, Document and TextFragment are not defined.
I was developing ...
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            I have a html content which is taking the complete width of page but in PDF it is taking only 50% width
        

            
                I have a html content which has 100% width and covering the whole screen but when i render the same content in PDF it is just taking 50% width.

HtmlLoadOptions objLoadOptions = new HtmlLoadOptions();
...
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                I have an issue with ASPOSE.PDF when converting pdf to doc/docx.
    Document pdf2wordDocument = new Document();

While initializing the Document object as soon as my project runs helps ( it reduces ...
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                I have a MS word template file (DOTX). It has Header, Footer and Body. Inside body, there are some labels like
Header
Emp ID:
Emp Name:
Footer
Now I need to fill up those labels with data using Aspose ...
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                I am trying to load a .dwg file to convert from cad to pdf using below code:
using (var image = Aspose.CAD.Image.Load("fileName.dwg"))
{
    // process the drawing
}

But .dwg file is not ...
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            Unable to resolve com.aspose.pdf
        

            
                I try to use Aspose solutions to handle PDF documents, but unable to resolve these classes:

import com.aspose.pdf.Document;
import com.aspose.pdf.FileSpecification;
I already imported aspose-pdf-2.9....
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                I am converting a HTML content to PDF using Aspose .Net API's. HTML content contains table which has dynamic data, so if the data is more date, then the table is overflown into second page.
Is there a ...
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                I have editable pdf with fields name, roll number , DOB and city, I want to validate the fields like, for example when I enter the value in roll number field, if name is empty then it should alert &...
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                I'm using the Aspose library within PowerShell and having some issues with the CreationDate values that Aspose is giving me back.
$pdf = New-Object Aspose.Pdf.Facades.PdfFileInfo($pdffile)
$pdf....
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            How to query the Base Paragraph element position? in order to add Link Annotation without saving the file
        

            
                I'm creating a simple PDF file with some text and an hyperlink attached to the that text:
Document pdfDocument = new Document();
Page pdfPage = pdfDocument.Pages.Add();
TextFragment textFragment = new ...
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            How to use ghostscript to check if pdf is already converted to pdf/a?
        

            
                I searched for an answer but all I could find is how to convert pdf to pdf/a which is what I'm already doing. Now I need to find if the pdf is converted to prevent unnecessary second conversion. 
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            Creating a new Document with a FileStream with Aspose.Pdf
        

            
                I'm trying to create a new Aspose.Pdf.Document using a FileStream to a new File, but it always throws an "Incorrect File Header" Exception. I need to work with the FileStream so that I can ...
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            Cairo Arabic font issue in Aspose.pdf
        

            
                I am using Aspose.pdf for vb.net to convert my data to .pdf file.
File contains Arabic Characters and is using Cairo font.
The generated pdf file not display any Arabic words!
How can I solve this ...
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            Show multiple images on one page of PDF using aspose
        

            
                I am trying to show multiple images on one page in PDF
if I have 40 images it is creating 47 pages in pdf
how can I display one or two images on one page
Can you please help me
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